PUBLIC/HOUSE BILLS

H 574 (2023-2024) FAIRNESS IN WOMEN'S SPORTS ACT. Filed Apr 5 2023, AN ACT TO PROTECT OPPORTUNITIES FOR WOMEN AND GIRLS IN ATHLETICS.


View summary

H 808 (2023-2024) GENDER TRANSITION/MINORS. (NEW) Filed Apr 18 2023, AN ACT TO PROHIBIT GENDER TRANSITION PROCEDURES FOR MINORS.


Intro. by Blackwell, Pless, Fontenot, Torbett. GS 90, GS 143C Business and Commerce, Occupational Licensing, Health and Human Services, Health, Health Care Facilities and Providers, Mental Health

View summary

PUBLIC/SENATE BILLS

S 49 (2023-2024) PARENTS’ BILL OF RIGHTS. Filed Jan 31 2023, AN ACT TO ENUMERATE THE RIGHTS OF PARENTS TO DIRECT THE UPBRINGING, EDUCATION, HEALTH CARE, AND MENTAL HEALTH OF THEIR MINOR CHILDREN.


View summary
ACTIONS ON BILLS

PUBLIC BILLS

H 574: FAIRNESS IN WOMEN'S SPORTS ACT.
House: Placed On Cal For 07/12/2023

H 808: GENDER TRANSITION/MINORS. (NEW)
House: Placed On Cal For 07/12/2023

S 49: PARENTS' BILL OF RIGHTS.
Senate: Ref To Com On Rules and Operations of the Senate

No local actions on bills
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